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Abstract. Background: Covid-19 brings change to human life. Human should adapt with this condition.
People with certain personality trait may respond differently to the same situation. The autonomic nervous
system (ANS) is important for regulation of human body function. It plays an important role in the
physiological responses that arise in response to events around humans. Objective: to identify relationship
between ANS function and personality. Methodology: We studied autonomic nervous system function and
personality of 64 subjects older than 18 years old. Subjects with ANS dysregulation that had been diagnosed
by physician were excluded. The Schellong test and The Big Five Personality questionnaire were used to
identify ANS function and personality respectively. Relationship between variables was identified using
Spearman test. Results: Autonomic nervous system function of the subject were normal (79.7%), type-1
(14.1%), type-2a (3.1%) and type-3 (3.1%). Subjects which have high openness personality were 36%, high
conscientiousness were 70%, high extraversion personality were 50%, high agreeableness personality were
91%, and low neuroticism were 92%. There was no relationship between ANS function and openness
(p=0.49), extraversion (p=0.34), agreeableness (p=0.77), and neuroticism (p=0.90). There was a relationship
between ANS function and conscientiousness (p=0.049). Conclusion: There was a relationship between
ANS function and conscientiousness but not with other types of OCEAN personality. Keywords: autonomic
nervous system function, Schellong test, big five personality, OCEAN.

1 Introduction
Covid-19 bring a lot of impacts on human wellbeing,
including mental health [1], [2]. Many things could
become stressor for people, such as workload, feeling
afraid of getting infected, negative stigma as a carrier,
food limitation, jobless [3], learning from home [4],
physical distancing [5], etc. Limitation to gather or meet
others made people uncomfortable. Some mental health
problems occur such as lack of confidence, sleeping
disturbance, energy lacking, anxiety, depression, trauma
[5], [6].
Stressor would physiologically encourage the body to
seek
adaptation
through
allostasis,
so
that
stability/adaptation is achieved through the activation of
various body systems. The body systems involved include
the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, the
autonomic
nervous
system
(sympathetic
and
parasympathetic), the immune system and some
metabolic hormones. Sympathetic nervous system
activation is the first and fastest response [7], [8]. The
autonomic nervous system regulates various systems in
human body. Dysautonomia is associated with several
clinical manifestation, some are debilitating and could
increase mortality [9].
The way to cope with stressor is different for each
person depending on his/her resource [10]. Stress could
be good stress, tolerable stress, and toxic stress [7]. Big
five personality traits influences someone’s perception on
stressors [11], [12]. In big five personality there are five

factors which are openness, conscientiousness,
extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism (OCEAN
personalities). People with openness personality has
independent mind, more intellect, and imaginative. Good
responsibility and orderly manner have been shown by
people with high conscientiousness personality. People
with extraversion dominance show full of energetic
appearance, assertive, and talkative. People with high
score of agreeableness usually show cooperation and
good nature when interact with others. They are also
trustful. People with neuroticism personality show easily
agitated behaviour. They get upset easily [13].
Personalities that have been associated with health
promoting
behaviours
are
conscientiousness,
agreeableness, and emotional stability (low neuroticism)
[14]. People with low conscientiousness may have
increased mental ill-health [15].
Person with certain personality trait showed different
reaction to same stressor. The body reaction is regulated
by ANS. This study was held to identify the relationship
between autonomic nervous system function and
personality.

2 Materials and methods
This study was a cross sectional study. This study was
approved by Ethical Committee of Medical Faculty Duta
Wacana
Christian
University
with
number
1189/C.16/FK/2020.
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3 Result and discussion

2.1 Subjects
This study focused on adulthood which has more mature
neurocircuitry and neurologic function than children or
adolescent [16]. Simple random sampling was used to
recruit sample from university member of a private
university. Participants were recruited with inclusion
criteria as follow: age more than 18 years old and agreed
to participate. To ensure participants willingness to
participate, written informed consent was given.
Participants
with
autonomic
nervous
system
dysregulation which had been diagnosed by physician and
incomplete data were excluded.

3.1 Result
There were 66 subjects that agreed to participate, but only
64 subject which met the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
There were 24 male and 40 females with age 37.05 + 7.09
(mean + SD) years old. The Schellong test result
distribution of the participants was as follow: normal (51
[79.69%] participants), type 1 or hypertone reaktion (9
[14.06%] participants), type 2a or asympathikotone
reaktion (2 [3.13%] participants), and type 3 or
vasovagale reaktion (2 [3.13%] participants).
Table 1. Distribution of the OCEAN score.

2.2 Methods

Components
O Score average
O Score high
O Score low
C Score average
C Score high
C Score low
E Score average
E Score high
E Score low
A Score average
A Score high
A Score low
N Score average
N Score high
N Score low

Age and gender were identified using questionnaire.
Personality was identified using Big Five Personality
questionnaire (adapted from John & Srivastava [13]). The
test consists of forty-four items that must be rated on how
true each item described about participants. There are five
points scale which were 1-Strongly disagree, 2-Disagree,
3-Neutral, 4-Agree, and 5-Strongly Agree. Ten questions
refer to openness, 9 questions refer to conscientiousness,
7 questions refer to extraversion, 9 questions refer to
agreeableness, and 8 questions refer to neuroticism.

Amount
41
25
0
19
47
0
33
33
0
6
60
0
60
5
1

Percentage (%)
62.12
37.88
0.00
28.79
71.21
0.00
50.00
50.00
0.00
9.09
90.91
0.00
90.91
7.58
1.52

The OCEAN personality consists of 5 components,
namely openness, conscientiousness, extraversion,
agreeableness, and neuroticism. Participants with score
less than 30% were categorized as low, from 30 – 70%
were categorized as normal, and more than 70% were
categorized high for each component. Distribution of
OCEAN score was described in Table 1. More
participants had normal score of openness and
neuroticism. More participants had high score of
conscientiousness and agreeableness. There was equal
percentage of participants with normal and high score of
extraversion. Table 2 show distribution of personality
type based on the results of the Schellong test.
Relationship of each component in personality and
ANS function was identified using Spearman test. There
was no relationship between ANS function and openness
(p=0.49; p>0.05), extraversion (p=0.34; p>0.05),
agreeableness (p=0.77; p>0.05), and neuroticism (p=0.90;
p>0.05). There was a relationship between ANS function
and conscientiousness (p=0.049; p<0.05).

Figure 1. The Schellong test diagram [17]

Autonomic nervous function was identified using the
Schellong test. Subject’s blood pressure and heart rate
were measured in five minutes (in a supine position) at 1min intervals. Then subjects were asked to stand up until
7 minutes, blood pressure and heart rate were measured at
1-min intervals. The result in first five minute were
averaged as baseline data. The changes of systolic blood
pressure and heart rate from baseline were input to
diagram in Figure 1. It was categorized as normal, type-1
(hypertone reaktion), type-2 (sympathotone hypotonie),
type-2a (asympathotone hypotonie), and type-3
(vasovagale reaktion) [17].

3.2 Discussion
Stressful stimuli would trigger complex mechanisms in
the body to overcome it. Wide diversity brain structure
involved in detection and interpretation events as real or
potential threats. The Hypothalamus-Pituitary-Adrenal
(HPA) axis and the Sympathetic-Adreno-Medullar
(SAM) axis are two major components in stress responses
of the body. Substances such as cortisol and epinephrine
or nor-epinephrine would be produced [18]. The body

2.3 Statistical Analysis
Correlation between autonomic nervous function and
personality was identified using Spearman test with
significance level of p < 0,05. Stata 15.1 was used for this
purpose.
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Table 2. Percentage distribution of personality type based on the Schellong test
The Schellong Test Category

O

C

Personality

E

A

N

Nor-mal

1

2

2a

3

Low

0

0

0

0

0

Average

53.13

7.81

0

0

3.13

High

26.56

6.25

0

3.13

0.00

Low

0

0

0

0

0

Average

28.13

1.56

0

0

0

High

51.56

12.5

0

3.13

3.13

Low

0

0

0

0

0

Average

42.19

6.25

0

0

1.56

High

37.50

7.81

0

3.13

1.56

Low

0

0

0

0

0

Average

7.81

1.56

0

0

0

High

71.88

12.5

0

3.13

3.13

Low

1.56

0

0

0

0

Average

71.88

12.5

0

3.13

3.13

High

6.25

1.56

0

0

0

p

0.49

0.049

0.34

0.77

0.9

hypertension [23]. Participants in type 2a group had
asympathikotone reaktion or asympathotone hypotonie.
In this group, sympathetic activity was drained so that
parasympathetic tone is higher. This phenomenon fitted
with the explanation of the polyvagal theory by Porges as
follows. In fight or flight defence there is an increase in
sympathetic
activity.
This
situation
promotes
mobilisation strategies and inhibit digestion. When
manifested as shutdown, sympathetic activation is
depressed. Parasympathetic (dorsal vagal origin)
domination would promote fainting, defecation, and
inhibition of motor behaviour [24].This vasovagale
reaction is seen in type 3 group.
Many practices change in post-Covid-19 era which
known as new norms. This changing potentially brings
significant economic and social effect [25]. Person should
adapt with this condition. Personality trait could impact
the adaptation processes. The most potent noncognitive
construct
for
occupational
performance
is
conscientiousness. Person with conscientiousness
personality has motivations for goal directed
performance, commitment, proficient performance, and
conventional goals. They also have good impulse control.
These characters and abilities are good for occupational
performance. They prefer a more predictable
environment. This may made them get stress easily in
unpredictable situation. Conscientiousness person also
organized, disciplined, detail-oriented, thoughtful, and
careful. They have persistence and interpersonal
responsibility for shared goals. They tend to have selfregulatory restraint and perseverance to avoid counter
productivity [26], [27]. With those characters, persons
with conscientiousness dominancy could be too hard on
themselves. If this happens for a long period of time, it
can have a bad impact on their wellness.
Relationship between personality and biological
responses to emotion was described by Brumbaugh.
Women with conscientiousness trait was associated with

tend to activate the sympathetic nervous system and
inhibit the parasympathetic nervous system as a general
response to stressful condition. These conditions prepare
the body to fight the stressor or flight from it [19].
Activation of SAM axis in response to a stressor happens
before activation of HPA axis. The parasympathetic
system facilitates the sympathetic response to stress by
withdrawing its inhibitory effects [20].
Beside responding to stressful experience, autonomic
nervous system should keep various vital organs functions
such as cardiovascular, digestive, genito-urinary systems
[19]. Dysautonomia is a term to describe clinical
conditions that reveal autonomic nervous system failure.
Dysautonomia are classified as postural orthostatic
tachycardia syndrome (POTS), reflex (vasovagal)
syndrome, neurogenic orthostatic hypotension (NOH),
chronic fatigue syndrome, and carotid sinus
hypersensitivity syndrome. Some test procedure could
reveal autonomic nervous system functions such as the
Schellong test, tilt-table test [21], and heart rate variability
[22].
This study used the Schellong test to identify
autonomic functions. More participants had normal ANS
function than abnormal. In normal group, sympathetic and
parasympathetic were balance. Participants in type 1
group had hyperactivity of sympathetic nervous system.
High sympathetic nerve activity could result in the
occurrence of various adverse conditions, in the present or
in the future day. These conditions included
cardiovascular system disorders (congestive heart failure,
essential
hypertension,
carotid
endarterectomy,
myocardial infarction, hyper-dynamic circulation
syndrome), balance disorder (baroreflex failure, postural
tachycardia syndrome, brain and nerve disfunction
(intracranial haemorrhage, autonomic epilepsy, GullainBarre syndrome), psychologic disorder (panic disorder,
melancholic depression), norepinephrine transporter
deficiency,
hypothyroidism,
and
renovascular
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7.

increase of heart rate with gun scene [28]. Blahunkova
revealed
the
significant
correlations
between
conscientiousness and heart rate variability. The
relationship indicated increased parasympathetic activity
and higher heart rate variability [29]. From this study,
conscientiousness score had relationship with autonomic
nervous function, which mean that the higher the score,
the higher the type. Person with high conscientiousness
had higher potential to be in type-3 or having vasovagale
reaktion. In type-3, parasympathetic nervous system is
dominant. This condition could harm the body if the
sympathetic function has been drained so that
parasympathetic dominates the body functions. This
result still needs to be confirmed with research which
could identify sympathetic and parasympathetic balance
objectively.

8.
9.

10.
11.

4 Conclusion

12.

There was a relationship between ANS function and
conscientiousness personality but not with another
personality in OCEAN personality. From this study a
person with high conscientiousness personality should
aware and prepare themselves for keeping their
healthiness in post-Covid-19 pandemic era.

13.
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